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this time, Porsche Design combines Adidas to launch Sport BounceS& sup3; shoe money will definitely surprise everyone. The
Porsche Design team has proved once again that it has not only been a great success in the design of car models, but in other
areas, as long as they want, nothing is impossible. Domineering bottom design, with lines full of uppers, the future is full of sense.
Sincerity is the perfect combination of speed, passion, movement, and these three elements. But friends who want to have friends
may have to work harder because the world's limited number of 500 pairs is not so easy to buy. Oh, of course, I do not know whether
this problem in the great God level of Chinese purchasing in front of it is still not worth mentioning?. 

in honor of Steve Caballero and Vans cooperation 20th anniversary, Vans this time specially sought the famous skateboard master
to participate in the design, named after his Half Cab shoes. The inspiration is vintage graffiti, skateboards and China's unique
"dragon year" element, since the dragon is the 2012 zodiac sign and the 1964 zodiac sign of the birth of Caballero. With bright red
suede shoes as body, dragon and Chinese characters appear in standard shoes, to pay tribute to the twelve zodiac dragon. An
important element of course Half Cab essential shock bottom plus is also essential for anti-skid vulcanization sole classical Vans
design, Vans DQM lovers can General to $$85 buy this pair of slide masters and cooperation with Vans models.
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